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Why, even the King of Fighters are so hostile and jealous.

Seeing it, Helen Qiu andMark got in the car.

The engine roared, and the Helen Qiu light pierced the heavy iron rain curtain.

Just asMark and his wife were about to leave in the car, a cold and loud sound, like a
breeze in the mountains, like a quiet spring in the forest, spread all over the world in an
instant.

“Outside Agate City, deep in the rainforest.”

“Ye Fan, do you remember An Qi under the Yuanling Tree?” In the

depths of the night, Meng Wanyu’s body was bound and the corners of her lips were
bloody.

The cold rain soaked her clothes all over.

But the whole body was bruised and painful, Meng Wanyu still gritted his teeth,
exhausted all his strength, and shouted this trembling words toMark.

For a moment, Ye Fan froze in place.

The original indifferent expression suddenly changed drastically.

“Stop!”

Ye Fan yelled out, and directly stopped the vehicle that had just started.

The door opened andMark got out of the car.

He didn’t bring an umbrella, but the rainwater was directly vaporized at a distance of half
a meter from him.

Walk in the rain without getting wet.



After getting off the car, Ye Fan immediately raised his head and looked in the direction
of Meng Wanyu.

A low voice sounded, and asked the Truman woman: “Do you know An Qi?”

“Is she asking you to come to me?”

“What happened to her?”

As the saying goes, seeing the fall of the leaves knows the golden autumn.

After hearing Meng Wanyu’s words, Ye Fan quickly guessed what.

After all, among Trumen, not many people knew his relationship with An Qi.

Moreover, Ye Fan and the young girl in front of him are even strangers.

But she traveled far and wide to find him in Noirfork, and now she asked him directly if
he still remembered An Qi.

All this is already obvious.

It must be An Qi who asked her to find him in the hot summer.

Moreover, if it weren’t for An Qi’s accident, how could she entrust others to find herself
with all the hardship.

“It seems that you still remember An Qi.”

“Do you know that these silly nizi have been waiting for you all these years.”

“Do you know that she set foot in martial arts and practiced killing skills for you.”

I can fight with you in the future, and I can help you.” “You also know that she is now for
you, with a weak body, against father and brother, against family, and even not hesitate
to die just to wait for you.”

Meng Wanyu’s eyes were red. Talking about the anger, the voice was trembling, and the
tears were almost rolling in his eyes.

But even so, she still shouted.

Today, even if she is dead, she has to say what she is in her heart and ask her sister to
understand.

“But what about you?”



“You are a bitch, but you are here to enjoy the glory and the power. The sweet wife is in
your arms, and the power is in hand.”

“The respect of Noirfork, the title of unparalleled, so majestic.”

“But have you ever thought about it .” , The girl in a foreign country who suffered
because of you!”

“If you can’t give her happiness, why do you provoke her?”

“If you can’t protect her, why do you promise her?”

“It’s all because of you, it’s all you.”

“If An Qi died in her The wedding is also thanks to you!”

Meng Wanyu shouted angrily atMark with tears in her eyes.

It’s like a mother-in-law, scolding the bearer.

This scene undoubtedly shocked everyone.

Who could have imagined that the vigorous Trivan Lake battle would end up in a scene
of a good sister tearing a scumbag.

“I’m going!”

“Mr. Chu is still great.”

“The red flag at home is not down, and the colorful flags are fluttering outside.”

“This peach blossom debt is owed abroad.”

“However, I have to say, this white skin and high nose The blue-eyed foreign girl is really
exciting to play.”

Ericson Li smiled improperly from the side.

She didn’t even notice Helen Qiu, whose eyes were gradually “killing”
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“Um, that Miss Qiu, I will just say it casually~”

“Ha~”



“Haha~”

It seems that I felt the subtle change in the atmosphere in the car.

Ericson Li immediately realized that what he said was wrong, and quickly changed his
words.

But Helen Qiu had a pretty face, and shouted at Ericson Li: “Humph, if you dare to
ruinMark in the future, I promise to make you look good.”

” Do n’t dare.”

“Mr. Chu is majestic. He was the one who led us, how dare we take Mr. Chu.”

“What’s more, this matter is not taken, it’s all born with a man’s nature.”

“Hehe~”

Ericson Li smiled.

“You~”

“Shut up for me.”

Helen Qiu was very angry with Ericson Li.

However, this is not the time to care about Ericson Li.

Outside the car window, Ye Fan didn’t pay attention to the people around him. Instead,
he felt anxious when he learned that An Qi’s life was in danger.

“What the hell is going on?”

“Why An Qi died at her wedding, you can tell me clearly.”

Ye Fan asked coldly.

The calm and indifference before, after it was related to An Qi’s life and death,
undoubtedly disappeared.

AlthoughMark and An Qi are not like Meng Wanyu thought, they are a couple.

However, the friendship between the two is by no means as water as water meets each
other.

An Qi left a deep impression onMark when he walked with the rain forest.



Her kindness, her playfulness, and her cuteness all madeMark very happy.

What’s more, Ye Fan and An Qi had already met long before that rainforest trip.

That was whenMark was not expelled from the Chu family.

At that time, An Qi was often isolated and bullied by others because she was treated as
a monster.

AndMark, although he was also the object of being squeezed out by the people of the
Chu family, but Ye Fantian was not afraid at the time, and when he saw someone being
bullied, he would rush to help.

Although it turned out, often he was beaten all over.

Therefore, for this reason, Ye Fan and An Qi had the first encounter.

However, Ye Fan didn’t spend a long time with An Qi.

Not long after the two got acquainted, Ye Fan never saw An Qi again. EvenMark
couldn’t remember An Qi’s name.

I thought it was just a rush of the other party’s life.

But it wasn’t until the last encounter in the Amazon rainforest thatMark only recognized
when An Qi talked about her childhood. The immature little loli in front of her was the
little girl whomMark was in her early years.

At that time, Ye Fan knew that he turned out to be An Qi’s only friend back then.

However, Ye Fan did not tell An Qi about this matter.

He didn’t want too many people to know his life experience.

So An Qi still doesn’t know thatMark was the elder brother who used to protect her when
she was young.

But it did not hinder that An Qi had already regardedMark as one of the most important
people in her life.

WhileMark was still questioning Meng Wanyu, the King of Fighters didn’t care about this.
With a fierce force on his arm, the cane that bound Meng Wanyu was immediately
tightened.

Meng Wanyu screamed for a while, his skin was ripped open and fleshy, blood ran down
the wicker, and the painful Meng Wanyu shed tears, unable to speak at all.

“Frankly explain!”



“What An Qi?”

“Who is she?”

“Is it from Truman?”

“Also, what is her relationship withMark.”

“Ye Fan, is it true that you are here in the summer? ‘S spy?”

“Don’t call me quickly!”

Meng Wanyu’s words just now undoubtedly made the King of Fighters Mo Gucheng
grabMark’s handle, and immediately stretched out his hand to pull Meng Wanyu in front
of her, and then strangled her Snow White. Neck, asked carefully.

In the previous hot summer martial arts meeting, he proposed to deposeMark’s title and
severely punishMark for the crime of treason with the enemy.

However, due to insufficient evidence, the Sword Master and the Sword God and others
rejected it, and in the end only gaveMark a painless reputation penalty.
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